November 3, 2017

Adam M. Kusmak  
Chief, Installation Management Flight  
49th CES/CEI  
550 Tabosa Avenue  
Holloman AFB, NM 88330-8458

RE: APPROVAL INTERIM MEASURES PROGRESS REPORT, GROUP 2 FORMER UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SITE: TU515 (AOC-UST-889), HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO, AUGUST 2017  
HWB-HAFB-17-015

Dear Mr. Kusmak:

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) has reviewed the Report: Interim Measures Progress Report, Group 2 Former Underground Storage Tank Site: TU515 (AOC-UST-889), Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, August 2017, which was received on August 25, 2017. NMED hereby issues this approval.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. Brian Salem of my staff at (505) 222-9576 or at the address indicated in the letterhead of this letter.

Sincerely,

John E. Kieling  
Chief  
Hazardous Waste Bureau
cc:  
D. Cobrain, NMED HWB
B. Salem, NMED HWB
C. Amindyas, NMED HWB
D. Strasser, NMED HWB
J. Scott Dorton, HAFB
C. Schick, HAFB
C. Hendrickson, EPA Region 6 (6MM-RC)
L. King, EPA Region 6 (6MM-RC)
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